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MAYFAIR NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM – STEERING GROUP MEETING 
16:00-18:00, THURSDAY 17th JANUARY 
70 Grosvenor Street, W1K 3JP, London 

 
PARTICIPANTS 
Mark Henderson (Chair) 
Fr Dominic Robinson 
Jeremy Bishop 
Fr Richard Fermer 
Jace Tyrell 
Bob Dawson 
Tim Steel 
Mike Dunn 
Marie-Louise Burrows 
Diana Dennis 
Kate Goodwin 
Keith Bailey 
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IN ATTENDANCE 
Oliver Ayling 
 

 
Grosvenor (Secretarial) 
 

  

 

 

  
  AGENDA: 
 
1.0 South Molton Triangle Presentation 
  

- Lucy Puddle and Nicola Wood presented to the forum. (Presentation attached) 
- Confirmed consultation will take place at 3 to 4 Davies Mews – there is a flyer attached with full 

details, the Steering Group are invited to attend. 
- LP confirmed the triangle is one of the entry points into Mayfair, is in the conservation area and 

Grosvenor want to celebrate the existing heritage of the area. 
- Grosvenor are keen to improve the public areas and bring new retail to the area with offices above. 
- LP confirmed Phase 1 consultation was well received, we are keeping the Running Horse Pub and 

Grays Antiques. 
- LP confirmed Grosvenor are hoping to run a further consultation in the Spring where designs will be 

further developed. 
- LP confirmed aspiration to improve pedestrian flow through the scheme with a possible cut through 

at 10 South Molton Street. 
- MLB suggests considering music retailers within the scheme  
- DD suggests consideration for amenity uses that consider the needs of local residents. 
- LP explains that Grosvenor see the SMT as an opportunity to significantly enhance the current public 

realm. 
- NW presented new views of the scheme. 
- MD confirmed that the council’s proposals include allowing vehicular access on Davies Street 

between 7am-11am. 
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- NW confirmed aspiration to celebrate the history of the site with specific reference to the Tyburn 
River. 

- MD recognised the challenge of making the area a destination, whether you do that through variety 
or through a very specific type of use within the area. 

- MH confirmed the benefit of Grays antiques as a landmark for the area. 
- MD confirmed that the length of South Molton Lane would be suitable to be opened up. 
- MD confirmed that this is in line with the MNF policy of the Tyburn Way 
- LP confirmed Army building and Mew buildings are empty and Grosvenor would like to find 

occupiers for those buildings until construction occurs.   
- LP confirmed Music Room will continue to operate in the interim 

 
2.0 Update on the status of the Plan 

 
- MH confirmed MD, OW and MH met Josephine on 8th November and sent a mark -p of common 

ground.   
- We are now down to 2 red lines, Park Lane and the Green Spaces policies.  Comments sent by MNF 

in November and response received on 17th December.  OW, MH have reviewed and responded on 
9th January: 

- The response includes a statement of common ground. 
- Point on SEA and Park Lane and making it specific to Park Lane 
- Letter has been drafted to the examiner which is an extended response to Josephine’s letter sent in 

August (attached to minutes). 
- MH confirmed the MNP Park Lane policy is there to begin a discussion on Park Lane not to propose a 

specific solution. 
- MH confirmed that WCC reject MNP of MSG3 on Green Spaces, a policy that has been guided by full 

consultation in Mayfair, while MNF has moved for compromise WCC position has hardened. 
- MH confirmed that Labour Ward Councillor for West End Ward supports policy MSG3. 
- JT offered to bring this up with Conservative Ward Councillors in coming weeks. 
- JT confirmed that Cllr Ian Bott is now in charge of Neighbourhood Forums at WCC. 
- MH to drop Cllr Glanz and Cllr Barnes correspondence to encourage their support of the Green 

Spaces policy. 
- MH confirmed that as we now reach the examination point of the plan it may be difficult to amend 

the plan at this stage. 
- MH confirmed that Park Lane is within Mayfair as defined geographically and therefore should be 

included within the Plan. 
- MH confirmed that the examiner is independent. 

 
3.0  Mayfair Neighbourhood Forum Renewal  
 

- MH confirmed that we have had notice that the MNF mandate has been renewed. 
 
4.0 Matters arising 

 
MH confirmed there are 21 days before the AGM to make notifications of proposed changes to the 
Forum and that these are finalised by the March position. 
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a. Vision and Objectives of the Forum reviewed. 
 

- MH raised discussion around whether the former Vision and Objectives document was still relevant. 
- KB raised the distinction between plan objectives and the objectives of the Forum 
- ALL agreed that the vision remains within the document. 
- KB raised whether we are here to promote and protect the plan. 
- BD noted that the Forum could be used to continue to promote any elements of the plan that are 

not adopted. 
- MH confirmed the term of the Plan is 20 years with some review in the meantime. 
- KB noted the function of the forum should be to review the plan at the appropriate points in time 

and ensure it is still appropriate to the community of Mayfair. 
- MD suggested that those planning applications of great enough scale should be reviewed by the 

Steering Group. 
- JT confirmed that future planning applications will need to demonstrate how they reflect the MNP, 

KB confirmed that this will be statutory. 
- MLB confirmed that WCC will open planning committee to allow the public to speak at committee. 
- KB confirmed the planning officer has to decide whether the planning application conforms with 

policy and MNP will be part of the policy. 
- BD confirmed that Neighbourhood issues could also form part of the Forum’s remit. 
- MH queried how CIL funds are consulted on.  JT confirmed all forums are currently discussing how 

CIL is interpreted and spent.  JT confirmed session with Cllr Harvey has been agreed with March to 
discuss CIL and how it works.  JT confirmed that the MNF needs to discuss how CIL should be  

- JT confirmed 25% of CIL is given to Forums to spend JT confirmed that at WCC meeting in March will 
confirm whether that could be spent as the Forum see fit. 
 

b. Fundraising 
 

- MH queried the funding and assistance required by a future Forum. 
- MH noted help provided by a planning lawyer is very helpful but may be hard to find.  MH queried 

whether a Forum would benefit from spending on a planning lawyer in the future. 
- MD noted that blend of experience around the table will be helpful going forward. 
- MH noted that a planning lawyer could be objective and thus provide a different viewpoint that is 

more unbiased in nature. 
- TS questioned whether we could go back to OW for advice in the future. 
- MLB suggested speaking to Forsters and thanking them for their help then asking whether there 

would be an appetite for them to help on a more ad-hoc basis going forwards. 
- MH queried other monies required. 
- JT confirmed some funds will be needed for the referendum. 
- MD confirmed the website will require maintenance.  
- KB noted OW crucial in process but we may need less specialist advice once Plan is adopted. 
- KB and BD will provide some funding through Grosvenor and the Crown Estate, JT to confirm 

amount they can be. 
- MD confirmed there is little alternative fundraising than to have it from business. 
- JT confirmed that the money provided by NWEC comes indirectly from occupiers of Mayfair who 

contribute to NWEC. 
- TS confirmed he does not believe the Crown or Grosvenor have undue weight in the room as a result 

of their contributions. 
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- JT confirmed NWEC would be able to support to £5000 and that is to get to referendum. 
- MLB suggests approaching RSMSJ for some funding too. 
- MD queried whether we could request contributions or an administration charge for those wanting 

to come and present to the MNF. 
 

c. Business Representation in the Mayfair Neighbourhood Forum 
 

- MH confirmed we need two new business representatives at the AGM. 
- MH confirmed April for AGM. 
- JT suggested Max at the Connaught Hotel as a business representative, supported by KB and MH 
- JT explained the value of business owners that are not property owners but that few came to mind 

to ask to join the forum. 
- MD expressed no preference for 4/5 business members, but that the MNF should equalise number 

of business and resident representatives going forward. 
- MD confirmed the Forum is a ‘Business Forum’. 
- BD confirmed difference is that the referendum is voted on by both business and residents. 
- MD confirmed the original constitution was equal between business and residents 
- JT confirmed that the national guidance is that if a neighbourhood is business weighted then it is 

business led. 
- MLB explained use of having a lawyer and accountant on Forums but think we are well covered.   
- MD confirmed the Forum currently has 5 business members (although one is chairman), 4 residents 

and 4 community members. 
- MH confirmed that a resident and community steering group member will need to retire at the AGM 

as is provided for in the forum constitution.  
- MH confirmed he is to stand down from the forum in its’ entirety in November. 

 
5.0   AOB 
  
 


